
The British Very Possibly Are Not Coming

So – although overwhelmingly expensive?
Touted as the absolute and only solution for countering a now nationally recognized (and 

relentlessly NCLB test-score-proven) school-wide deficit in literacy and math, an escalating 
number of reform personnel were steadily and insistently hired.  

Argued to be the singular solution for forcing low-income schools to confront their 
shamefully “unacceptable” test scores, the often very large salaries necessitated to pay for an 
escalating deluge of reform hires began to systematically drain building and district coffers.  
With so much of a school’s budget channeled directly into support for the suddenly ordered 
innovations now immovably aimed at math and literacy, an increasing lack in overall operational 
funding required the continual reassessment of traditional curricular offerings. 

 As literacy and math departments yielded to mandates for spending double, and even 
triple, hours in a direct contact with low-scoring students, schools had no choice but to re-think 
their overall academic scope.  Casualty to both the increasingly narrowed course constraints and 
consequently overstretched budgets – alternate subject departments?

Did not fare well.
Art, music and dance were the first to feel severe, painful cuts.  
Gym, foreign languages and special education were next in line.
And then: 
Geography?  Civics?  Government?  History? 
Oh, well, gosh.  Now, really; who actually needed those?
Certainly not low-income children.  
Or, as it turned out?
Your average American citizen.
When, in the spring of 2011, the United States elected to spend massive financing upon 

military interventions inside the nation of Libya, pointing to a map, journalists on the street 
asked passersby to identify where, exactly, one might find that particular country.  Few 
respondents were up to the task.

“Huh,” commented a teenager who found himself standing next to an imposingly attired 
businessman unsuccessfully perusing the map. “Maybe we ought to stop spending so much of 
our money on the military, and start spending more of it in the teaching of geography.”

Out of the mouths of babes.
Adding fuel to the school criticism fire, on the heels of more than a decade committed to 

the heavily-tested subjects of literacy and math, a somewhat broader look at national test scores 
suggested that, well, huh.  Wasn’t this surprising?  As it turned out, a general student knowledge 
of history was – oh, now, how to state this gently: pretty darned weak.  Making this same point a 
bit more directly, a famous maybe-I-will-maybe-I-won’t politician drew additional attention as 
she volunteered her personal interpretation of Paul Revere‘s heart-stoppingly late night ride.  To 
warn the British that they were coming.  

Or.  Shoot.  Was it that they weren’t?
Possibly they didn’t know.  
“Why,” queried a blogger in response to this famous politician’s unique interpretation of 

historical events.  “Well, why don’t we quit worrying so much about a candidate’s birth 
certificate, and start demanding more proof of an education?”

Personally?  



I would love to see this idea take root.  
In fact, after having been forced through more than a decade bent to the arbitrary abuses 

of a never-ending testing, I would simply be happy to ask, that – from now on?  All currently 
elected officials, presidential candidates, senators, representatives, mayors, councilmen/women, 
school board hopefuls, superintendents, fixer-principals, self-proclaimed reformers, talking-head 
journalists, and the recent glut of I-know-everything educational innovators be forced to sit down 
with our state’s tenth-grade NCLB exam.  

And then?  
Oh, my, let’s not be shy; surely we could have all results with names overtly attached 

very publicly published. 
Shoot; we are, after all, talking about self-promoting educational experts and gloriously 

opinionated look-at-me politicians.  
We could, probably?
Just make it the third grade test.


